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“There are so many things which need to change in

our world, but the thing I care about most is

community. For us to make a better world, we need

to join together and empower each other, using hope

to guide us. I wanted to explore this in my piece,

showing some of the things which keep us

connected.” - @emilygoneferal on Instagram

“My zine lends emphasis on imagining feminist cities.

It explores how contemporary feminist approaches

to shared spaces, assessing the impact of living costs

and income gaps on women's well-being,

understanding the 'gentrification of parenting' in

cities, and drawing on 'gender mainstreaming'

practices. It also calls for public investment in

creating and sustaining creative, artistic, and

cultural sites of feminist activism.” - @erinaroger on

Instagram

“Promoting creativity and diversity in arts.

Safety in public spaces. Neurodivergence and

accessibility in Scotland.” - @mridula07sharma

ZINE EDITOR & DESIGNER

FUNMI LIJADU - Having exhibited at the Shape

Arts Open in 2021, Funmi Lijadu is a writer and

collage artist, energised by boundless

experimentation. With a surrealist sensibility

and a contemplative approach, she is deeply

invested in humanity, the histories that led to

our present, and imagining better futures. 

She is interested in community engagement

related to art,  and has hosted collage and zine

workshops at Tate Modern, Barbican Centre and

partnering with organisations such as Young

Women  Scotland. Follow her on Instagram

@artbyfunmi.

Assembled by Funmi Lijadu, the cover art is a

combination of collages by herself and the

contributors. Art contributions have also been

adapted for the zine as needed.

This zine is sponsored by 

THE YOUNG WOMEN ‘S MOVEMENT,

Scotland’s national organisation for young

women’s feminist leadership and collective

action against gender inequality. 02



EDITOR & WORKSHOP FACILITATOR

Editor’s LetterEditor’s Letter
Re-Imagining is a radical process that requires creativity with  a

healthy dose cf courage. What does it mean to belong to a place?

How do you preserve a national identity while embracing the

future? How do we improve our  living conditions as women?      

By expressing the needs and ambitions of the young women who

contributed to this zine - Scotland’s progressive future is brought

closer into our reach. 

I’m writing this letter from London, a couple of years after

having lived and studied in Edinburgh. Teaching these young

women to develop their collage and zine skills in a workshop

series sponsored by The Young Women’s Movement has been

incredible. The link between art and activism is  undeniable, and I

am incredibly grateful for this opportunity and to share this

anthology of young women’s voices calling out for change.
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